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Abstract: Nib calligraphy pattern recognition is the way to convert handwritten nib font into its equivalent machine 

understandable or readable form. Nib calligraphy pattern recognition is derived from pattern recognition and computer vision, 

a variety of work has been done on Urdu literature and on Urdu handwritten automatic line segmentation. This research work 

is based on Urdu Nastaleeq Nib calligraphy pattern recognition. The width of the Qalam (Nib) makes difficulties in recognition 

due to different width of qalam pattern varieties, so there is dire need to develop a system that can recognize the digitized 

image of Urdu Nastaleeq Nib font with high accuracy. The objective of this research is to create a ground for the development 

of an efficient and robust Urdu Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for Urdu Nastaleeq nib pattern recognition and to 

develop a system that can recognize the digitized image of Urdu Nastaleeq Nib font with high accuracy. Urdu Nastaleeq nib 

pattern recognition. The research work mainly focuses on identifying the Urdu nib calligraphy pattern recognition. The 

purpose of the research is to create a system for Urdu Nastaleeq Nib calligraphy pattern recognition to get benefit from the 

cultural heritage of Nib calligraphic material. The Urdu Nastaleeq Nib Calligraphy Pattern Recognition research work is 

proposed to be done on the calligraphic Urdu Nastaleeq Nib pattern recognition. This research mainly focuses on recognizing 

the handwritten Urdu Nastaleeq Nib typeset and eliminating the noise which is the main difficulty in interpretation the font 

clearly. The aim here is to build up a more consistent, correct and precise system for Urdu Nastaleeq Nib calligraphy Pattern 

Recognition. 
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1. Introduction 

The process of converting handwritten and typed 

characters into machine readable form proceeds in OCR 

(Optical Character Recognition). Nastaleeq nib calligraphy 

has eight nib points, these nib points were used in 

newspapers and on books which are written by hand in early 

seventies. Urdu Nastaleeq nib patterns are cursive in nature 

and are difficult to recognize [1]. Various methods for 

recognition of English, Latin, Chinese, Urdu and Arabic 

script have been proposed on hand written as well as on 

printed documents. The main problem in writing Urdu 

language is its different shapes due to attachment with other 

words at different position. Final and middle character 

attached with other character for a word may be different [2]. 

The Arabic writing system based on thirty alphabets which 

are easy to recognize but difficult to understandable when 

they are written by hand. These letters were categorized by 

supervised neural network. The writing system in that 

research was constituted with the help of mouse. The neural 

network checks the possibility of recognition in analog and it 

takes more than necessary time for training. The outcomes 

have shown good recognition rate for both distinct and 

continuous script. The Result considered best presented by 

the system for distinct script than of continuous [3]. The 

characters of Naskh script and related font are used by a 

larger quantity of the world’s population to write verbal 

communication such as Arabic, Persian and Urdu. OCR 

works by scanning documents and performing character 

analysis on the resultant figure [4]. Nastaleeq is a 

multifaceted font because of its nature. They present the 

clarification that uses Omega as the Typesetting Engine for 
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rendering Nastaleeq. As describe that more than twenty 

thousand ligatures exist in Urdu script and used only seven 

thousand [5]. Urdu is written in different styles, shapes and it 

is spoken by more than sixty million speakers. There is a lot 

of work has been done on Urdu offline, online, typed and 

handwritten characters but no work has been done on Urdu 

Nastaleeq Nib pattern recognition so there is dire need of 

recognizing the nib calligraphy patterns in order to get 

benefit of the cultural heritage written with Nib. 

2. Related Work 

Urdu Nastaleeq nib font is bit different from other fonts 

used for Urdu. In Urdu, each character has two to four 

different shapes depending upon its position in the word: 

isolated, initial, medial or final. Figure 1 shows four different 

shapes of Urdu letters Nastaleeq nib calligraphy patterns. 

 

Figure 1. Compound characters. 

Urdu Nastaleeq nib calligraphy practice sheet in figure 3 

shows the different characters below and above the base line. 

 

Figure 2. Urdu Nastaleeq nib calligraphy practice-sheet. 

The recognition of the word is complex when a letter 

comes at the start, in the middle or at the end it changes its 

basic shape [6]. In the last forty decades OCR is one of the 

most significant fields of pattern recognition [7]. Urdu OCR 

Naskh typeset pattern matching methods worked on isolated 

characters of Naskh font for Unicode based computer [8]. 

Self organizing map (SOM) is used for classification of 

different characters with different shapes. is also being use 

for grouping of different characters used self organizing map 

to classify the Naskh characters into thirty three classes by 

automatic grouping of same ligature for early classification 

[9]. 

Feed forward neural network used for the categorization of 

Nastaleeq compound characters the model was created in 

matlab and it achieved 70% correctness on average. Strong 

techniques are required for detection of Urdu compound 

characters. Neural networks are self-possessed of simple 

inputs and outputs nodes use in comparable method [10]. 

Trouble-free Optical Character recognition (OCR) method 

that can be built without using neural network and can be 

built by using ‘’softconverter’’. This paper verifies a model 

of softconverter and shows accuracy of 97% on average rate 

[11]. Urdu Nastaleeq is combination of Arabic and Persian 

language, it forms from Naskh and Taleeq. Urdu holds some 

properties of Arabic language and some properties of Persian 

language [12]. Nastaleeq is originated from Taleeq which is 

originated from Naskh. They use support vector machine for 

sorting of Naskh and Nastaleeq font. As Urdu is originated 

from Arabic writing script like Naskh font it starts from right 

[13]. Optical character recognition is classified into main two 

categories online and offline. Urdu script is categorized in 

mainly four shapes these are isolated shape. End shape, start 

shape and middle shape. Urdu writing style is used in widely 

in Asia and in Arab countries. Nastaleeq has more single 

characters than of Naskh and Taleeq writing script [14]. 

Much work has been done on Urdu handwritten sentence 

database that line segmentation of Urdu handwritten sentence 

database were correctly segmented according to the 

comparison only 2.4% was not rightly divided [15]. Word 

spotting in Gray-scale Pashto Documents, written in 

modified Arabic scripts. The approach has effectively 

handled the handwriting variations of 200 different writers. 

The average precision rate achieved is 94.75% for an average 

recall of 60.25% [16]. The authors focuses CPU- GPGPU 

combination using CUDA platform for software development 

of SOM algorithm. The images of different N x N 

dimensions are feed as input to the SOM network and image 

clustering is achieved through SOM training in the form of 

final weight matrix [17]. The problem of holistic recognition 

of printed ligatures in Nastaleeq writing style of the Urdu 

language, the main difficulty of the recognition process lies 

in the large number of classes/ligatures (17,000 different 

possible ligatures in our Urdu text data). They presented the 

idea to build the foundations for practical large-scale ligature 

classification systems not only for Nastaleeq, but also for 

other Urdu and Arabic scripts [18]. 

3. Nastaleeq Nib Calligraphy Font 

 

Figure 3. Different Qalam Size Image. 

 

Figure 4. Double zero Qalam Size. 

These words are taken from the sample. Its Nib number is 

double zero. 
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Figure 5. Zero Qalam Size. 

Words written with Nib zero are greater in size from Nib 

double zero. 

 

Figure 6. Qalam Size Three. 

These words are taken from the sample and its Nib size is 

three. The nib size increases the word size decreases. 

Similarly when the nib size increases to eight the word size 

will become smaller. 

4. Methodology 

The research method to be pursued that Urdu Nastaleeq 

Nib Calligraphy patterns taken from scanning devices will be 

used as input image, after collection of images the training 

process will start and trained the images after downsampling 

the recognition process will start to make the Urdu Nastaleeq 

nib calligraphic font in editable form. 

A. Knowledge Base 

In the proposed system knowledge base is involved from 

the acquisition of the image to image recognition. Figure 6 

shows the complete knowledge base of the proposed system. 

 

Figure 7. Knowledge Base. 

B. Image Acquisition 

Image acquisition is the basic step for the recognition of a 

pattern or image [19]. The images are being acquired by 

camera, digital capturing devices and scanners. For the 

preprocessing phase image scanning method is used. 

C. Image Enhancement 

Image enhancement is consisting of techniques that 

convert an image into a shape matched for analysis to search 

for improving the visual form of the image. Image 

enhancement technique is used to highlighting the concealed 

details of curiosity of an image. 

D. Binarization 

The process of converting gray scale image into black and 

white (binary) image is called Binarization. The black pixel 

denotes the text and white pixels represents the background. 

[20]. Binarization plays an important role in digital image 

processing. In document processing for recognizing text and 

symbols binarization is used. Binarization assigns 

background or foreground to each pixel and determine the 

gray threshold [21]. 

5. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction extract properties to identify a character 

uniquely and differentiate between similar characters. Easily 

and correctly recognized character by human can be written 

in variety of ways. Data collection methods, feature 

extraction principles and classification methods are used in 

the field of character recognition [22]. 

6. Image Thresholding 

The classification of background and foreground pixels of 

an image is called image thresholding. The general idea of 

thresholding is convert pixels below the certain level of gray 

into background and to convert pixels above the certain level 

of gray into foreground and the value of gray scale image is 

from 0-255. White pixels show the background while the 

foreground is represented by black pixels. 

7. Normalization 

To obtain standardized data all the variations during 

the writing is removed by normalization method. 

Normalization can be skew normalization, slant 

normalization and size normalization. 

8. Holistic Method 

Holistic method is used for the Urdu Nastaleeq Nib 

Calligraphic word recognition. In handwriting style the 

words are generally complex patterns and comprise excessive 

inconsistency. Hand written word recognition significantly 

aided by a vocabulary of valid words reliant on the 

application area. The segmentation based approach is called 

the analytical approach and the segmentation free or word 

based is called holistic approach. In holistic approach the 

glyph, ligature and words can be recognize as a whole, there 

is no need to divide them in subunits. The holistic paradigm 

was inspired by psychological studies of human reading by 

ascenders, descenders and length of the word used by human 

as features of word shape. [19]. 

9. Self Organization Map 

Self Organization Map (SOM) is used for character 

recognition of Urdu Nastaleeq Nib font. Neural network is 

used for the input neurons and output neurons. SOM is 

architecture of neural network. SOM’s are often used to 
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group input and are usually trained with an unsupervised 

training algorithm. An SOM uses a winner-takes-all strategy, 

in which the output is provided by the winning neuron. SOM 

is the core module of this research work. It is the topology 

preserving vector quantization algorithm. Framework of 

neurons (‘nodes’) accepts and responds to set of input signals. 

Framework compared; selected ‘winning’ neuron. Selected 

neuron activated together with ‘neighbourhood’ neurons. 

Similar input changes weights through adaptive process. The 

software can conclude the winning neuron by matching the 

values of the output neuron. Winning neuron is the biggest 

output value. 

A. Why SOM 

In supervised neural networks the desired response of the 

system is already known. In supervised training, the iteration 

proceeds until the output of the given sample matches with 

the expected output. While in Self SOM the output is not 

known. In unsupervised training the output trained to answer 

to group of patterns with the input. In this paradigm, the 

system is supposed to discover statistically salient features of 

the input population. [22]. 

Topology preserving is referred as Self Organization Map 

(SOM) for the reason that it preserves the comparative 

distance between points. SOM is just having input and output 

nodes excluding hidden nodes. SOM produce only single 

value either 0 or 1. As a result, the output from the SOM is 

usually the index of the fired neuron. [23]. 

10. Segmentation 

Segmentation is the method to breakdown an image or text 

into subparts for detection and recognition. Because of 

complex nature of Urdu script segmentation for Urdu text 

become difficult [24]. The main problem in writing Urdu 

language is its different shapes due to attachment with other 

words at different position. Final and middle character 

attached with other character for a word may be different. 

A. Line Segmentation Algorithm 

The line segmentation algorithm represents the 

segmentation between the lines. If the system input is a full 

page text, the algorithm helps in separating the lines of the 

paragraph and saves each line in the output directory. 

1. Input text image. 

2. Create an output directory. 

3. Width, height and text format should be according to 

the predefined format. 

4. Begin scan from right peak of the original text image. 

5. Scan horizontally; consider line width-wise and find the 

top to bottom of each vertical line. 

6. “Black” pixels checked by the scanning of first row. If 

no “black” pixel is found move to next row. 

7. Keep on scanning until rows containing “black” pixels 

is come across. 

8. Stop scanning when another row with all “white” pixels 

is found. Set this row as the bottom edge of the image 

text line. 

9. Save image as first text line numbered each line, 

continue scan to find next line and save the segmented 

lines in the output directory. 

B. Word Segmentation Algorithm 

Word segmentation algorithm presents the segmentation 

approach for words of the OCR system. Each word is 

separated by the space between the words. 

1. Load text line image. 

2. Create an output directory. 

3. Scan up to the image height, on the horizontal 

projection. 

4. “Black” pixels checked by the scanning of first row. If 

no “black” pixel is found move to next row. 

5. Keep on scanning until rows containing “black” pixels 

come across. 

6. Stop scanning when another row with all “white” pixels 

is found. Set this row as the bottom edge of the image 

text line. 

7. Save image as first word, numbered each word and 

continue scan to find next word. 

8. Save all word images in the output directory. 

11. Experimentation 

The outcome can be observed in three perspectives; 

paragraph identification rate, sentence identification rate and 

character identification rate. The system produces 100% 

result on the recognition of basic isolated characters of Urdu 

Nastaleeq Nib Calligraphy font, Urdu digits written with Nib. 

The system is also tested on the symbols written with Nib. It 

produces 89.03% results of the overall recognition. Basic 

characters, numbers, symbols, recognized character ligatures, 

recognized images and their accuracy % age are mentioned 

in the Table 1. 

 

Figure 8. Basic characters. 

Table 1. Result of Total images, Recognized images and Accuracy % age. 

Image 
Number of 

Images 

Recognized 

Images 

Accuracy % 

age 

Basic Characters 38 38 100% 

Urdu Numbers 10 10 100% 

Symbols 85 69 81.17% 

2 character ligature 627 502 74.96% 

Total 760 587 89.03% 
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Figure 9. Overall accuracy % age. 

12. Conclusion 

The Research is based upon Urdu Nastaleeq Nib 

Calligraphy Patter Recognition, Urdu Nastaleeq Nib 

Calligraphic Pattern are being taken from the corpus of 

National Language Authority Islamabad Pakistan All the 

material is written with the Nib of different sizes from point 

double zero to point eight. Literature survey of Urdu Farsi 

and Arabic OCR are discussed. In this research neural 

network technique SOM is used for the recognition 

procedure. The research shows the complete recognition 

process of Urdu Nastaleeq Nib Patterns, algorithm made for 

recognition process, line segmentation and character 

segmentation process. In this research the prototype is cable 

of recognizing the basic characters Urdu digits from zero to 

nine, symbols and two ligature characters and produced 

89.03% recognition rate. The selected research work is about 

the OCR development for Nib Calligraphy font. The 

proposed work’s aim is to make rules and develop OCR 

which recognizes the Nastaleeq Nib font and convert it into 

machine readable form. 
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